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ABSTRACT 

 
In 2012, numerous hydrogen flakes have been detected during the DOEL 3 ISI consecutively to the 
first implementation of the RPV beltline inspection with the MIS B 3G manipulator. The same type 
of indication was also detected subsequently in TIHANGE 2. 

The presentation describes the specific immersion technique applied and shows how it makes it 
possible to scan within five days the full base metal thickness of all RPV forgings, to process records 
and characterize each single indication in an industrially acceptable time, and to furthermore compare 
the resulting indication cartography to some prior reference, in order to verify the non-evolution of 
several thousands of indications. 

Such performances can be obtained through the conjunction of various key factors: 
� sizing accuracy allowed by sharply focused probes and the precise positioning of the 

scanner; 
� high reliability and reproducibility of the MIS B 3G UT technique, which were 

demonstrated by the repeated examinations conducted in 2013 and 2014 in DOEL 3 and 
TIHANGE 2; 

� CIVACUVE data analysis software and the associated database that delivers pre-processed 
data, thereby enabling the analyst team to manage efficiently several thousands of 
indications. 

 

 
 
PRESENTATION OF THE INSPECTION TOOL 

 
The inspection tool is the MIS B 3G equipment designed to be compliant with the three designs of 
Reactor pressure vessel in service in Belgium : Doel units 1 and 2 (350 MWe Westinghouse 
design), Doel unit 3, Tihange units 1 and  2 ( 900 MWe Framatome design) and Doel unit 4 and 
Tihange unit 3 (900 MWe Westinghouse design). 

The examination technique applied are using UT immersion focused probes which allows both 
a good sizing accuracy (thin beam size) and a high scanning speed (more than 200 mm/s). The 
examination techniques are qualified by ELECTRABEL Qualification Body (EQB) in accordance 
with the ASME code. Some complementary examination, not mandatory in the ASME, is also 
performed, in particular the belt line region examination to detect eventual underclad defect. This 
examination technique is also qualified by the EQB. 

MIS B 3G carries around 60 UT probes, three VT inspection cameras and also performs ET 
inspection on the dissimilar welds potentially affected by stress corrosion cracking phenomenon. 
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Figure 1 –  

Shell to shell weld inspection tool 
 

Figure 2–  
MISB3G in operation on Reactor pressure vessel 

 
HYDROGEN FLAKES HISTORY  

 
During the first implementation on the belt line region inspection, atypical indications have been 
detected mainly with the straight beam originally dedicated to synchronization and clad thickness 
measurement.  

Subsequently, an inspection technique based on the shell weld examination technique have 
been applied and led to the discovery of 8000 indications in DOEL 3 and some 2000 in Tihange 2. 

 

 
 

Figure 3– Example of early detected HF during Belt line indications characterization 
  



HYDROGEN FLAKES INSPECTION TECHNIQUE  
 

This inspection technique uses mainly three L0° probes to cover the full range of thickness of the 
shells (around 200 mm).  

Shear waves 45° probes are also used to detect eventual links between two HF. These probes 
data are not used if no HF is detected by the straight beams. 

 

  
Figure 4– HF Inspection technique Drawing and probe array 

 

 
 

Figure 5– Inspection results – DOEL 3 – 2012 – CSCAN 20° (700mm wide and 1300 mm height)  
  



HYDROGEN FLAKES REPEAT INSPECTION 
After this first HF discovery, two parallel processes were necessary. The first one was to perform 
inspections for the other five RPV of Belgium PWR units in order to ensure that none of them were 
concerned. The second and parallel one was to perform the inspection technique qualification as 
part of the safety case raised by ELECTRABEL.  

At the end of 2015 both processes were completed with a total of nine extra inspections done 
(the five other units plus two extra inspections for both DOEL 3 and TIHANGE 2). 

The inspections performed in 2015 were done using the qualified technique. 
Data of 2014 inspection were also reprocessed to apply the qualified procedure. This 

reprocessing of data led to the re-assessment of the number of indications around 60 % more than 
previously reported. 

The indication follow-up performed between the 2012 and 2014 inspections showed no 
indication evolution since the first detection. After data reprocessing, 2014 inspections also permit to 
establish the definitive list of indications to be followed by the future inspections. 

 
MAIN CHALLENGE / ANALYSIS PROCESS 

The MIS manipulator accuracy and reproducibility in position between two successive inspections 
have already been demonstrated during successive ISI with the various indications already known 
and followed but they have been demonstrated again during these repeat inspections. 

CIVACUVE advanced software main characteristics is to use of both repositioning in the 
vessel coordinates of all the UT data and segmentation algorithm. 

Firstly, both repositioning indication in the vessel coordinates and superimposing the data of 
successive inspections greatly ease the follow-up of indications. 

Secondly, the use of the segmentation algorithm consists in processing the data in order to 
eliminate data no relevant to the indications to be detected. Obviously, the segmentation parameters 
to be applied must be validated during the qualification process and included in the qualified 
inspection procedure. 

The output of the segmentation algorithm is, for each considered relevant indication, a 
“contour” whose characteristics such as position, amplitude, envelope in vessel coordinate in X, Y, Z 
are available and stored in a database. These “contours” can be added in a report, displayed on 
different views such as Ascan, Bscan, Cscan and Dscan and can be processed for sizing with various 
sizing tools.  

In the frame of HF cracks sizing, a dedicated sizing tool developed during the inspection 
technique qualification has been implemented in CIVACUVE and it is used to size HF cracks. All 
the sizing results are stored in the database associated to the related “contour”. 

Finally, all information related to each “contour” including sizing results can be exported (for 
example in Excel format or else) to perform the indications follow-up and deliver convenient result 
tables to the utility. 
 

 
 

Figure 6– Example of CIVACUVE sizing tool for an HF indication  
 



RESULTS REPRODUCIBILITY 
Results reproducibility can be summarized in some figures presented. The figures next page show 
the superimposition of the “Contour” detected during 2012 and 2013 on quite a dense area of 
indications, the different colours means different inspections. 
 

 
 

Figure 7– Follow-up of indications – Probe 1L0°- CSCAN 20° (700mm width and 200 mm height)  
 

 
Figure 8– Follow-up of indications – Probe MER- CSCAN 20° (700mm width and 200 mm height) 
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CONCLUSION 
Since 2012, the field feed-back of RPV inspection in Belgium shows that confronted to an unknown 
challenge in terms of number of indications to detect, to characterize and to follow-up, the MIS 3G 
concept has demonstrated its reliability and flexibility to address such phenomenon. Our proposed 
solutions have been effective and fully met the utility’s expectations. 

In addition, it should be highlighted that these achievements would not have been possible 
without the excellent partnership and communication within the whole team involved in the safety 
case instructed by the utility.  
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